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Bird-rescue Bot
By Brendon Samuels
Have you ever wondered how
emergent virtual technology might
be used for wildlife conservation?
Social media automation – also
known as internet robots or bots –
has been adapted for many
purposes, including nefarious ones.
A fake individual account can be set
up to spread misinformation, feed
political discord or advance schemes
involving malware or identity theft.
This seems to happen often these
days, giving Twitter bots a bad rap.
In the right hands, social media
automation can be used for good.
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INTRODUCING @BIRDCRASH_BOT
This spring I partnered with the
Fatal Light Awareness Program
Canada to design a new social
media automation tool for tracking
bird collisions in real time, all over
the world. I am a graduate student
at Western University in London,

Ontario, studying the reasons why
birds crash into windows with a
focus on bird biology. I am
interested in questions about birds
and their vision, about glass and
the dynamic causes of collisions. I
believe the answers to these
questions could help
conservationists develop better tools
for collision mitigation that will
ultimately save birds’ lives. In my
spare time, I volunteer for FLAP
Canada on various projects.
Recently, I came to a seemingly
obvious but critical realization:
bird-window collisions are a human
problem that requires humanoriented solutions. Windows exist
in the world because people put
them there. Even if conservationists
develop the best possible tools for
preventing bird collisions, their full
potential is not realized until they
are adopted by homeowners,
building designers, policymakers
and the
public. The
challenge of
treating
windows in
a way that
allows birds
to see and
avoid them is
eclipsed by
the greater
challenge of
changing
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human perceptions about the harm
window glass causes in the
environment and then inspiring
corrective action.
I created a Twitter bot – software
using Twitter API (application
programming interface) – to better
understand the human dimension
of bird collisions. @Birdcrash_bot
continually searches the Twitterverse
in real time for tweets about a bird
that has struck a window. When a
report is detected, the bot instantly
re-tweets it (sharing it with the
account’s followers) and collates it
into a historical archive that I intend
to analyze for geospatial and
temporal trends. Most critically, the
bot connects the tweeter – often a
person who has just found a bird in
need of help – with detailed
instructions from FLAP Canada for
bird rescue pinned at the top of the
Continued on page 2
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page. Through this tool, people
instantly gain access to knowledge
and a community dedicated to
addressing bird collisions.
LESSONS FROM TWITTER DATA
@Birdcrash_bot has been
running continually in the
background since late April, but is
already providing useful insights.
How do people react when a bird
hits their window? What actions do
people take to help birds? As the
person operating this account
behind the scenes – the human half
of a human-robot hybrid – I offer my
preliminary observations:
1. Bird collisions are a continual,
global phenomenon. The account
picks up reports of bird collisions at
all hours of the day from locations
all over the world.
2. Misinformation about
collisions is rampant. When a bird
hits a window, more often than not
the person who finds it does not
understand why this happened or
what to do about it. Commonly held
misconceptions:

• Birds that fly away after a collision
are “fine”
• A bird hitting a window is a sign
of bad luck or an omen
• Birds that hit windows are trying
to get inside to attack a human
• Birds hit windows because they’re
stupid
• Birds that hit windows need food
and water afterwards
• Petting a bird can help it to relax
and recover
• Bird-window collisions are freak
events that happen only rarely
• Dead birds found near windows
were killed by 5G technology
• A sticker or two on the window
prevents bird collisions
• Closing curtains stops bird strikes

3. Cultural knowledge of
collisions does not match best
practices. Some people who find a
fallen bird have preconceptions
about its meaning and the actions
they should take, but their ideas
don’t always align with what experts
recommend. For example, some
people think handling a bird is too
dangerous. Others take extreme
approaches, like performing “CPR”
or hanging it upside down to wake
it up. Some people find bird
collisions humorous: a popular
reaction is to claim birds act as
government surveillance drones.
Where does this misinformation
come from? Does it close people
off from conservation-oriented
messages?

WINNER of the Spot the Error contest
spot the
error Fiona Reid of Milton, Ontario won our
Spot the Error contest, correctly identifying
the warbler which we had misidentified.
Fiona received a roll of Feather Friendly ®
Residential Bird Collision Deterrent MarkerPattern Tape as her prize.

WE GOOFED
Not goosed but goofed, as in made mistakes, screwed
up or just plain gave you, our faithful readers, the
wrong information. Not once, but twice. Our
apologies. The photograph of the bird on page 2 of
the Spring 2020 issue of Touching Down was
supposed to be identified as a Tennessee Warbler, not
a Magnolia. Secondly, in the 2019 FLAP Building
Collision Data on page 7, we listed a Philadelphia
Warbler, but no such creature exists. It should be
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Philadelphia Vireo. In addition, the first sentence of
the last paragraph in the first column on page 1 is not
technically incorrect, but might be misleading if not
downright amusing. We wrote, “The overwintered
birds from FLAP and members of the public are kept
in a special enclosure.” If we had said, “The
overwintered birds from FLAP and from members of
the public…” the meaning would have been perfectly
clear. Editor
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empathy for a suffering
animal and be receptive to
new information calling
them to take action. Each
report – and the virtual
interactions that follow –
creates opportunities to
instill knowledge about
bird-window collisions.
Social media automation
can provide the means to
expand awareness of
conservation issues on a
Prothonotary Warbler, a species at risk.
global scale. I plan to adapt
the searches and
6. People mistrust bots and are
information on the account into
more likely to engage with
multiple languages to reach an
replies from a real person. Many
international audience.
people who notice that a bot has
Let me be clear: a robot cannot
responded to their bird-collision
do it all. When they send out a
report react with skepticism. Many
desperate tweet about a bird in
will not engage with a response at
trouble, people are often looking
all. I think this reflects a general
for reassurance and advice
perception that social media
applicable to their situation. The
automation is used for surveillance
simplest way to provide these is by
and manipulation. A naive individual matching people in need of help
might wonder who is running the
with people in a position to give it.
account and why they should trust
Consider following @Birdcrash_bot
it. When people receive replies to
on Twitter and sharing your
collision reports from “real”
knowledge with the people the
accounts, especially from folks who
account re-tweets from. All you
claim to know and care about birds, need to do is reply with a link to
reception to new information
the instructions pinned at the top of
improves.
the page.
Through @Birdcrash_bot it is
ANYONE WHO USES TWITTER
now possible to crowdsource virtual
CAN PARTICIPATE
help for people around the world
@Birdcrash_bot is a new tool
rescuing birds, spread the word
for conservation, but I also see it as
about the dangers of untreated
a social experiment. It has never
window glass and build a virtual
been easier to connect with people
community advancing bird
who have experienced a bird
conservation through the sharing of
collision at the critical moment
knowledge and compassion. I hope
when they are most likely to feel
you will join the conversation!
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4. Bird species affected by
collisions go beyond those
sampled in past studies. Research
on bird-window collisions has
focused on finite geographic areas,
mostly in the Americas and Europe,
so data is lacking from other
countries where glass is used widely
in construction. Reports of collisions
on Twitter occasionally include
pictures of species not previously
known to collide with windows,
including hornbills, toucans,
honeyeaters, and parrots. These
anecdotal reports support the
notion that window glass poses a
threat to many, if not all, flighted
birds.
5. Existing outreach is not
reaching far enough. The bot
picks up tweets from parts of the
world that are not included in
mainstream outreach campaigns.
Most people who tweet about a
bird that hit a window appear to
have little to no background
understanding of the issue.
Although organizations like FLAP
Canada have greatly improved
awareness of collisions in North
America, wider campaigns are
needed to inform the public about
collisions on an international scale.
Outreach on this issue has yet to
cross most language barriers. To
help people who might not
understand English instructions, I
worked with FLAP to design graphic
instructions about bird rescue,
community science, causes of
collisions and window retrofits at
https://twitter.com/birdcrash_bot/
status/1261662906325876743.
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Navigating Uncertain Times
FLAP Canada remained afloat this
season thanks to the 75% federal
wage subsidy we received from
March to August. We are also
grateful to the foundations and
corporations that continued to
support us generously, with one
foundation doubling its regular
amount. Our individual donors have
come through for us as well, some
exceeding the meaning of
generosity with their contributions!
Finally, we were recently granted the
$40,000 Canadian Emergency
Response Benefit. The board will
shortly be discussing the most
strategic ways to use this loan.
Given the uncertainty of the future,
we are planning carefully for next
year.

PANDEMIC PATROLS
Without a doubt, bird rescue has
been more challenging this year.
FLAP Canada did not organize
official patrols last spring, in
accordance with government
regulations. However, a few
volunteers whose paid jobs were
deemed essential were able to get
out and patrol. Most building
monitors returned this fall and new
drivers have volunteered for our
response team. We continue to get
calls from office tower security staff
for birds to be picked up. The
response time for getting injured
birds to rehab centres has greatly
improved, significantly increasing
survival chances for many.
Global Bird Rescue 2020

(October 5 – 11) went ahead since
GBR teams and individuals were
able to search for birds in a safe,
socially distant manner this fall. An
important goal of the event was to
encourage the public to retrofit
windows to protect birds, a safe
way for all to participate during the
global pandemic. The spring 2021
issue of Touching Down will
highlight this year’s GBR findings.
Please continue to record the data
whenever you find a fallen bird,
make your home or workplace safe
for birds if you haven’t already done
so and encourage others to do the
same.
To one and all who continue to
do vital work for the birds, we
thank you.

changes in the
world!" she says.
After completing
her undergrad studies
in Canada, she was
accepted into a
graduate program in
Vermont that melded
science and art. It
was a perfect fit for a
Rosemary
young woman who
wanted to provoke
curiosity and instill a love of nature
in others through the medium she
knew best. She has since worked
for several non-profit organizations,
including Mass Audubon, before
settling on a career producing
picture books and giving keynote
talks at nature festivals. Her

international social
media following
attests to her
success.
When her
former boss, FLAP
Executive Director
Michael Mesure,
sought her out
with a request to
Mosco
do an educational
cartoon about
preventing birds from hitting
windows, Rosemary leapt at the
chance to promote this bird
conservation message. See the
facing page. To view her work or to
order one of her children’s books,
visit birdandmoon.com and
rosemarymosco.com.

Whimsical and thought-provoking,
Rosemary Mosco’s cartoons and
picture books offer children and
adults fresh perspectives on the
natural world. Long-time members
of FLAP Canada may remember
Rosemary’s charming illustrations
and articles that appeared almost
two decades ago in Touching Down.
During a short hiatus from her
university studies, Rosemary created
cartoons, rescued birds and worked
as FLAP’s part-time executive
assistant. “Working for FLAP helped
me figure out who I am and who I
want to be. I've always been
grateful for the organization, and
it's so cool to chat with everybody
again and learn that the group is
doing so well and making such big
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Volunteer Profile:
Fifteen-year-old Alexander Gifford
developed an interest in birds
when he was seven or eight
years old and pulled his mother,
Anastassiya Yabs, along with
him. They visited FLAP Canada’s
outreach event and bird layout
at the Royal Ontario Museum;
the two have been stalwart
FLAP volunteers ever
since.
Anastassiya,
who works odd
hours as a Russian
interpreter, helps
behind the
scenes with the
critical
administrative
work that
underlies any
valuable
endeavour.
Alexander,
who has great enthusiasm for his
subject, teaches members of the
public how to protect birds at FLAP
displays, such as Seedy Saturdays
and environmental events at
Wychwood Barns. Although they
have taken several opportunities to
rescue fallen pigeons on their
Etobicoke balcony, they haven’t tried
morning patrols in Toronto’s financial
district. Alexander sums up his
feelings nicely, “I’m not a morning
person.”
“When I was really little,” says
Alexander, “I was fascinated by
dinosaurs. That morphed into an
interest in birds of prey and that
morphed into an interest in all birds.
And then I started wanting to help
birds.” Over time, he has developed
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other interests, such as scuba diving
and marine life, but birds still have a
special place in his heart.
When Canadian-born Alexander
was very young, Anastassiya (who
grew up in Kazakhstan and whose
first language is Russian) would tell
him in her own language the names
of birds they encountered that were
common to her home country, birds
such as sparrows, hawks, swallows
or doves; then they’d look up these
names in English. Or Alexander
would know the name of a bird in
English and they’d look it up in
Russian. He would proceed to learn
as much about each bird as he
could.
Thanks to her variable work

schedule, Anastassiya is sometimes
available during FLAP office hours
(which, having to do with
bird rescue or
rehabilitation, often
start a lot earlier than
most office hours)
to tag the bird
victims of collisions
with Toronto’s tall
towers. Paloma
Plant, FLAP’s
program
coordinator,
will open up
the freezer,
then
Anastassiya or
other
volunteers will
undertake the
delicate work
of labelling the
dead birds. She
can usually place a bird in the right
genus, but relies on Paloma for a
species ID. “The work is very moving
and sad,” says Anastassiya.
She has also assisted in tabulating
specific data when needed. This was
extremely helpful when we were
preparing a presentation on bats
found by FLAP.
Their volunteer work is rewarding
for both mother and son – neither
will pass up the opportunity to do
what they can for beleaguered birds.
FLAP Canada is especially pleased
when young folk show a keen
interest in conservation. “Anastassiya
and Alexander are great assets to
the FLAP team,” says Paloma, who is
grateful for all our volunteers and all
the jobs they perform.
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Nashville Warbler

If you want to experience the best

Fortunately
for wouldbe warblerwatchers,
the
Nashville
Warbler
– unlike many
of its cousins – wears roughly the
same plumage both spring and fall.
Males sport an unmarked green
back, a perfect grey hood and a
yellow breast and belly. A bold,
white ring surrounds the eye. The
hidden tuft of orange feathers in the
crown might appear if the bird is
feeling agitated or territorial.
Females lack this crowning
ornament, but otherwise look like
slightly drabber versions of their
male counterparts.
Oddly, the distinguishing feature
on a Nashville Warbler is none of the
above, but the unassuming white
patch of feathers right where the
legs meet the body. Since warblers
are often viewed from below as they
forage in the trees, this subtle detail
is often visible to birdwatchers and
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surprisingly handy. It
is perfectly
sandwiched
between the yellow
belly and equally
yellow undertail,
creating an
unmistakable yellowwhite-yellow pattern. This
feature has been astutely
compared to the golden
version of a particular storebought sandwich cookie… Hey,
whatever helps you remember! Like
other warblers, the Nashville is a
nocturnal migrant, but we pick up
these lovely birds during pre-dawn
and daytime patrols. Sadly, we have
seen far more dead than alive.
It may not be a great idea to
name a winged animal after a
specific geographic location, but it’s
nice to know that you don’t have to
travel to Tennessee to see the
cheerful Nashville Warbler. This
colourful character is likely to join
you on your next spring or fall stroll.
Just try to be discreet when you
sneak a peek at its underside.

Illustration by KITTY LIN

of country music and spicy
fried chicken, head on
down to Nashville,
Tennessee. But if you want
to visit the home of the Nashville
Warbler (Leiothlypis ruficapilla),
you’ll need to plan a different
destination entirely.
The Nashville Warbler – and,
for that matter, its state-named
cousin the Tennessee Warbler
– doesn’t summer or winter
anywhere near Nashville.
The poorly named pair
had the misfortune of
being “discovered”,
described and named
by European ornithologists as the
birds migrated through the
Volunteer State. You’d never guess
from its name that the Nashville
Warbler breeds in the continent’s
northern forests and bogs, and
winters in sunny Mexico and Central
America.
The Nashville loves low, shrubby
vegetation and that’s where it
typically places its nest. The small
cup of moss, bark and grass will
contain four to five eggs by late
spring. The fledglings will be fed
soft-bodied insects until the young
birds, like their parents, are ready to
flit through the boreal branches.
Spring and fall migration are
likely the best times to encounter
the plucky Nashville Warbler, when
it’s most abundant and apparent (in
the naked trees in spring). During its
traveling seasons, the Nashville is
sometimes the most plentiful
warbler in any woodlot or brushy
habitat.

Kyle Horner
Kyle is the education coordinator at
Wild Ontario.
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Petitioning for Change
Dismayed at the number of dead
songbirds she found beside glass
bus shelters (not to mention
plexiglass railings and other
transparent or reflective structures
that kill birds) in her hometown of
Ajax, Ontario, Carol Pryce initiated a
campaign in June to urge the
Ontario Building Code to adopt the
Bird-Friendly Building Design
Standard developed by the
Canadian Standards Association.
Carol went through the obvious
channels, calling Durham Transit and
municipal authorities to make them
aware of the bird collision issue, to
little effect. Luckily, her cause
captured the attention of a provincial
government representative, NDP MPP
Chris Glover, and one of her

favourite for-profit organizations,
5,909 people have signed the
change.org. Armed with a
petition. We would love to see tens
photograph of FLAP’s dead bird
of thousands of signatures.
display from the
Royal Ontario
Museum and
alarming
statistics, Carol
created an
online petition
that outlines the
severity of the
problem and
urges the
Ontario Ministry
of Municipal
Affairs and
Housing to
action. As of
Please sign the petition by visiting https://www.change.org/p/hon-steve-clarkthis writing,
update-ontario-s-building-code-to-save-birds

I Will Support FLAP Canada
I will join BirdSong, FLAP Canada's Monthly Giving Plan*
On the 15th of each month, I will give:
$10
$15
$20
$25
I prefer $

Name
Title

Given name(s)

Surname

Address
Street number/name

Suite no.

I will make a single gift of:
$50

$100

$150

$200

City

I prefer $

Prov.

Postal Code

Phone

I’ve included a signed, voided cheque for my monthly gifts.
I’ve included my cheque or money order, payable to
FLAP Canada.
I prefer to use my credit card:
VISA

MasterCard

Area code

Ext.

Email
Fatal Light Awareness Program (FLAP) Canada
123 Queen Street West, Box 199, Toronto, Ontario M5H 3M9
Tel.: 416-366-FLAP (3527) • flap@flap.org • flap.org • birdsafe.ca
CRA Charity Number 14074 6736 RR0001

Card no.

Exp.

/
Month
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Your kind support will enable FLAP Canada to continue its conservation
work.

Signature
Year

*You can change or cancel your participation in the BirdSong Monthly
Giving Plan at any time by contacting us. Gifts of $20 or more will
automatically be receipted; others by request.
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